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Анотація. Викладено повний опис мови високого рівня для вирішення проблем у неоднорідних ге-
терогенних динамічних сферах як фізичних, так і віртуальних. Мова базується на холістських і  
гештальтистських принципах, які представляють семантичне рішення в розподіленому середо-
вищі у вигляді шаблонів, що саморозвиваються, або патернів. Останні в реальному часі покрива-
ють і захоплюють середовища будь-якої протяжності і об’єму, співставляючись з ними і форму-
ючи розподілені активні інфраструктури, що функціонують у режимі глобальної цільової орієн-
тації, але без будь-яких центральних ресурсів. Приймаючи до уваги існуючий достатній об’єм пуб-
лікацій щодо розробленого підходу, у статті наведені лише елементарні приклади використання 
Мови просторового захвату, а також ключові ідеї її сітьової інтерпретації з метою поліпшення 
сприйняття викладених мовних конструкцій.  
Ключові слова: гештальт-психологія, просторовий інтелект, мова просторового захвату, сцена-
рії, що саморозвиваються, паралельна сітьова інтерпретація, гібридні операції, інтегровані рі-
шення, розподілене управління. 
 
Аннотация. Излагается полное описание языка высокого уровня для решения проблем в неодно-
родных распределенных динамических мирах как физических, так и виртуальных. Язык базируется 
на холистских и гештальтистских принципах, представляющих семантические решения в распре-
деленных средах в виде саморазвивающихся шаблонов, или паттернов. Последние в реальном вре-
мени покрывают и захватывают среды любой протяженности и объема,  сопоставляясь с ними и 
формируя распределенные активные инфраструктуры, функционирующие в режиме глобальной 
целевой ориентации, но без каких-либо центральных ресурсов. Принимая во внимание существую-
щий достаточный объем публикаций по разработанному подходу, в статье приведены только 
элементарные  примеры использования Языка пространственного захвата, а также самые клю-
чевые идеи его сетевой интерпретации с целью улучшения восприятия изложенных языковых кон-
струкций. 
Ключевые слова: гештальт-психология, пространственный интеллект, язык пространственного 
захвата, саморазвивающиеся сценарии, параллельная сетевая интерпретация, гибридные опера-
ции, интегрированные решения, распределенное управление. 
 
Abstract. A full description of a high-level language for solving arbitrary problems in heterogeneous, dis-
tributed and dynamic worlds, both physical and virtual, will be presented and discussed. The language is 
based on holistic and gestalt principles representing semantic level solutions in distributed environments 
in the form of self-evolving patterns. The latter are covering, grasping and matching the distributed spac-
es while creating active distributed infrastructures in them operating in a global-goal-driven manner but 
without traditional central resources. Taking into account the existing sufficient publications on the ap-
proach developed, the paper will be showing only elementary examples using the Spatial Grasp Language 
and key ideas of its networked implementation. 
Keywords: gestalt psychology, spatial intelligence, spatial pattern matching, Spatial Grasp Language, 
self-evolving scenarios, parallel networked interpretation, hybrid operations, integral solutions, distribut-
ed control. 
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1. Introduction 

We are witnessing a dramatic change in the character of national and international activity, espe-
cially in crisis and conflict areas, with the use of asymmetric, unconventional, and hybrid solu-
tions. They may simultaneously involve economy, ecology, international relations, ethnicity, cul-
ture, law, religion, etc., defense and military too, occupying both physical and virtual environ-
ments. And these solutions may need to be multidimensional and highly integral in order to suc-
ceed, aiming at the whole from start rather than parts in hope to achieve this whole. 

A new philosophy, methodology, and supporting high-level networking technology are 
being developed oriented on effective management of distributed, dynamic and hybrid systems 
[1–6], which may be useful within the context mentioned above. They are based on holistic and 
gestalt ideas [7–9] rather than traditional communicating agents stemming from [10]. 

The approach (called over-operability [11] rather than traditional interoperability) allows 
for integral global-goal-driven solutions in distributed environments. It has certain psychological 
background in trying to follow existing ideas of how human mind operates by solving complex 
problems (like in waves, streams, states, etc. [12]) and inherit them by information technologies 
[13]. 

The resultant Spatial Grasp Technology (SGT) with Spatial Grasp Language (SGL) as its 
key element has been prototyped and tested with numerous researched applications [14–35]. In 
the most general terms it operates as follows. A high-level scenario for any task in a distributed 
world is represented as an active self-evolving pattern rather than traditional program, sequential 
or parallel. This pattern, expressing top semantics and key decisions of the problem to be solved 
spatially propagates, replicates, modifies, covers and matches the world, creating distributed op-
erational infrastructures throughout it, with the final results retained in the environments or re-
turned as high level knowledge to the starting point. 

The current paper describes, first time, the full specification of the latest, updated and im-
proved, version of SGL being currently used in a number of projects related to intelligent man-
agement and control of large distributed dynamic systems with both civil and defence applica-
tions. It also serves as an exemplary reference in a new patent on parallel and distributed mecha-
nisms for SGL types of languages, which is currently in progress (succeeding the previous patent 
on the approach [14]). 

SGL is the latest and most advanced version in a sequence of spatial languages using free 
however globally controlled movement of program code in networks, with the previous ones 
named as WAVE [1], WAVE-WP (World Processing) [2] and DSL (Distributed Scenario Lan-
guage) [15]. 
 
2. SGL Orientation and Peculiarities 

SGL differs fundamentally from traditional programming languages. Rather than working with 
information in a computer memory it allows us to directly move through, observe, and make any 
actions and decisions in fully distributed environments, whether physical or virtual. In general, 
the whole distributed world, which may be dynamic and active, is considered in SGL as a substi-
tute to traditional computer memory, with multiple “processors” (humans, robots, any manned or 
unmanned units or devices, etc.) directly operating in it in a cooperative or competitive manner. 
An SGL program (called scenario) can be viewed from different angles: 

• As the first linguistic means towards describing and formalizing the notion of gestalt [7], 
often allowing us to grasp top semantics, integrity and super-summative features of large com-
plex systems. 

• As an active recursive self-matching pattern which if applied against distributed physical, 
virtual, executive, or combined worlds, can cover, rule and change these worlds in the way re-
quired. 
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Fig. 1. SGL recursive syntax 

• As a sort of a universal genetic mechanism expressed in a special integral formalism and 
allowing any distributed systems, whether passive or active, to be created, grown, extended, 
evolved, and modified. 

• As a symbolic “soul” implanted into the distributed world and self-spread throughout it, 
providing local and global awareness and control, also the world’s meaning, sense, life, and con-
sciousness. 

• As a powerful and globally controlled super-virus which when injected from any point 
into the world’s body can cause different effects on it, from full control and direction of evolution 
to complete destruction, if required. 
 
3. The SGL Worlds 

SGL directly operates with: 
• Physical World (PW), continuous and infinite, where each point can be identified and 

accessed by physical coordinates expressed in a proper coordinate system (terrestrial or celestial) 
and with the precision given.  

• Virtual World (VW), which is discrete and consists of nodes and semantic links between 
them, both nodes and links capable of containing arbitrary information, of any nature and volume. 
VW may be considered as finite as regards the volume of information the mankind accumulated 
by today, but taking into account its continuing and rapid growth, also possible existence of other 
civilizations in space, it may potentially be treated as infinite too. 

• Executive world (EW), consisting of active doers with communication channels between 
them, where doers may represent any devices or machinery capable of operating on the previous 
two worlds and include humans, robots, mainframes, laptops, smartphones, etc.  

Different kinds of combination of these worlds can also be possible within the same for-
malism. For example, Virtual-Physical World (VPW) may allow not only for a mere mixture of 
the both worlds but also their deep integration, where individually named VW nodes can be asso-
ciated with certain PW coordinates, thus allowing for their presence in physical reality too. On 
the other side, the whole regions of PW of arbitrary shape and size may have certain virtual 
names identifying them, and this naming can be hierarchical. Another possibility is Virtual-
Execution World (VEW), where doer nodes may be associated with virtual nodes (say, in the 
form of special names or nicknames) assigned to them, with semantic relations in between, simi-
larly to pure VW nodes. Execution-Physical World (EPW) can pin some or all doer nodes to cer-
tain PW coordinates and consider them inseparable of each other, and Virtual-Execution-Physical 
World (VEPW) can combine all features of the previous cases. 
 

4. Top SGL Syntax 

SGL has a recursive structure with its top 
level shown in Fig. 1. Such organization, as 
will be shown throughout this book, allows 
us to express any spatial algorithm, create 
and manage any distributed structures and 
systems, static or dynamic, passive or ac-
tive, also solve any problem in, on, and 
over them, and this often can be expressed 
in a compact, transparent and unified way. 

Let us explain the language basics 
in a stepwise top-down manner. The SGL 
topmost definition with scenario named as 
grasp (reflecting the spatial navigation-
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grasp-conquest model explained in previous chapters, rather than the usual program) can be as 
follows: 

grasp  �  constant | variable | rule [( { grasp, } ) ] 

where syntactic categories are shown in italics, vertical bar separates alternatives, square brackets 
identify optional constructs, and parentheses and commas being the language symbols. Braces 
indicate repetitive parts with the delimiter (here comma) at the right. 

As follows from this notation, an SGL scenario, or grasp (applied from a certain world 
point, i.e. of PW, VW, EW or their combination) in its simplest form can be just a constant pre-
senting the result explicitly. It can also be a variable containing data assigned to it previously, say, 
by another SGL scenario branch which visited this point before (otherwise empty, or nil). The 
third variant is called a rule, which can be optionally supplied with parameters (enclosed in pa-
rentheses and separated by comma if more than one). These parameters, due to recursion, can 
generally be arbitrary grasps again (as constants or variables in the simplest cases, as above, up to 
scenarios of any complexity and space-time coverage).  

The rules, starting their influence in the current world positions, can be of different na-
tures and levels – from local matter or information processing to full depth management and con-
trol. They can produce results which may reside in the same or other world positions. The results 
obtained and world positions reached by rules may become operands and/or starting positions for 
other rules, with new results and new positions (single or multiple) obtained after their comple-
tion, and so on.  

The SGL scenario can dynamically spread & process & match the world or its parts need-
ed, with the scenario code capable of virtually or physically splitting, replicating, and moving in 
the distributed spaces (accompanied with transitional data). This movement can take place in sin-
gle or multiple scenario parts dynamically linked with each other under the overall control, the 
latter (both forward and backward) spreading and covering the navigated world too. 

SGL constants can represent information, physical matter (physical objects including), 
self-identifying custom items (relating to information, matter or both), or special words used 
throughout the language as standard parameters or modifiers for different constructs: 

constant   �  information | matter | custom | special | grasp  

The word “constant” is used rather symbolically in SGL definition, as the last option is 
recursively defined as grasp again. This capable of representing any objects (passive or with em-
bedded activities) and with any structures within the recursive SGL syntax for their further pro-
cessing by SGL rules. 

SGL variables, called “spatial”, containing information and/or matter and serving differ-
ent features of distributed scenarios, can be stationary or mobile. They are classified as global 
(with residence and mobility usually undefined), heritable (event-born and remaining stationary 
to it, being shared by all subsequent events), frontal (accompanying evolution, mobile), nodal 
(temporarily associated with, and stationary to, accessed world nodes), and environmental (exter-
nal and internal world-accessing, stationary or mobile): 

variable  � global | heritable | frontal | nodal | environmental  

And rules belonging to the following classes: 

rule  � movement | creation | echoing | verification |  assignment | advancement | branching |  
            transference | timing | granting | type | usage | application | grasp  

The final rule’s option, grasp, brings another level of recursion into SGL where opera-
tions may not only be explicitly set up in advance but rather represent results of spatial develop-
ment of SGL scenarios (of any world coverage and complexity), also act in aggregates with other 
rules and modifiers or data on the same operands.  
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5. SGL Main Features 

5.1. How Scenarios Evolve 

In order to explain main SGL features, we will show how its scenarios generally evolve in dis-
tributed worlds, with the points following: 

• SGL scenario is considered developing in steps, which can be parallel, with new steps 
produced on the basis of previous steps. 

• Any step, including the starting one, is always associated with a certain point or position 
of the world (i.e. physical, virtual, executive, or combined) in which the scenario (or its particular 
part, as there may be many parts working simultaneously) is currently developing. 

• Each step provides a resultant value (which may be single, multiple, and/or structured) 
representing information, matter or both, and a resulting control state (as one of possible states, 
ranging by their strength), in the same or other world point (or points) reached. 

• Different scenario parts may evolve from the same step in ordered, unordered, or parallel 
manner, providing new independent or interdependent steps. 

• Different scenario parts can also succeed each other, with new parts evolving from final 
steps produced by the previous parts.  

•This (potentially parallel and distributed) scenario evolution may proceed in synchronous 
or asynchronous mode, also their any combinations. 

SGL operations and decisions in evolving scenario parts can use control states and values 
returned from other scenario parts whatever complex and remote they might be, thus combining 
forward and backward scenario evolution in distributed spaces. 

• Different steps from the same or different scenario parts can be associated with the same 
world points, sharing persistent or temporary information in them. 

• Staying with world points, it is possible to change local parameters in them, whether 
physical or virtual, thus impacting the worlds via these locations. 

• Scenarios navigating distributed spaces can create arbitrary distributed physical or virtu-
al infrastructures in them, which may operate on their own after becoming active, with or without 
external control. They can also subsequently (or even during their creation) be navigated, updated, 
and processed by the same or other scenarios. 

• Overall organization of the world creation, navigation, coverage, modification, analysis, 
and processing can be provided by a variety of SGL rules which may be arbitrarily nested. 

As will be shown throughout this book, any sequential or parallel, centralized or distribut-
ed, stationary or mobile algorithm operating with both information and physical matter can be 
written in SGL at any levels and their combinations. These can range from top semantic (like set-
ting global goals, basic operations, and key decisions only) to those detailing system partitioning, 
composition, subordination between components and overall management and control. 
 
5.2. Sense and Nature of Rules 

In explaining the language basics further, let us shed some light on the general sense and nature 
of rules, to be explained later in detail. A rule representing in SGL any action or decision may, 
for example, belong to the following categories: 

• Elementary arithmetic, string, or logic operation. 
• Move or hop in a physical, virtual, execution or combined space. 
• Hierarchical fusion and return of (potentially remote) data. 
• Distributed control, both sequential and parallel, and in breadth or depth.  
• A variety of special contexts detailing navigation in space and the character of embraced 

operations and decisions. 
• Type and sense of a value or its chosen usage, guiding automatic language interpretation. 
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• Creation or removal of nodes and/or links in distributed knowledge networks, allowing us 
to work with arbitrary structures, including their initial creation and any modification. 

• A rule can also be a compound one integrating other rules whether elementary or com-
pound again, due to recursion. 

All rules, regardless of their nature, sense or complexity, are pursuing the same ideology 
and organization, as follows. 

• They start from a certain world position, being initially linked to it. 
• Perform or control the needed operations in a distributed space, which may be stepwise, 

parallel, and arbitrarily complex. 
• Produce concluding results by the final steps, expressed by control states and values 

there. 
• These final steps may associate with the same (where the rule started) or new world posi-

tions, reached by the rule’s activity. 
This uniformity allows us to effectively compose integral and transparent spatial algo-

rithms of any complexity and world coverage, operating altogether under unified and automatic 
(generally parallel and distributed) control. 
 
5.3. Spatial Variables 

Let us consider some more details on the nature and sense of spatial variables, stationary or mo-
bile, which can be used in fully distributed physical, virtual or executive environments, effectively 
serving multiple cooperative processes under the unified control. They are created upon declara-
tion by special rules, see later, or by first assignment to them. 

• Global variables – the most expensive ones, which can serve any SGL scenarios and can 
be shared by their different branches. Their locations, mobility capabilities, and life span can de-
pend on the features of distributed environments and SGL implementations. 

• Heritable variables – stationary, appearing within a scenario step and serving only all 
subsequent steps, generally multiple and parallel (not from other branches), which can share them 
in both read and write operations. 

• Frontal variables – mobile, temporarily associated with the current step and not shared 
with other parallel steps; they are following scenario evolution being transferred between subse-
quent steps. These variables replicate if from a step a number of other steps directly emerge. (The 
replication procedure, also physical mobility, may have implementation peculiarities if working 
with physical matter rather than information.) 

• Environmental variables – these allow us to access, analyze, and possibly change differ-
ent features of physical, virtual and execution words during their navigation. Most of them are 
stationary, associated with the world positions reached, but some, especially related to the lan-
guage execution, can be mobile, some even global like the absolute time.  

• Nodal variables – stationary, being a sole property of the world positions reached by the 
scenarios. Staying at world nodes, they can be accessed and shared by all activities having 
reached these nodes under the same scenario identity, and at any time.  

These types of variables, especially when used together, allow us to create advanced algo-
rithms working directly in space, actually in between components of distributed systems rather 
than in them, providing flexible, robust and self-recovering solutions (stealthy as well if needed). 
Such algorithms can freely self-replicate, partition, spread and migrate in distributed environ-
ments (partially or as an organized whole), while always preserving overall awareness and global 
goal orientation. 
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5.4. Control States and Their Hierarchical Merge 

The following control states can appear after performing different scenario steps. Indicating local 
progress, they can be used for distributed control of multiple processes, allowing us to make 
proper decisions at a variety of levels. 

• thru  – reflects full success of the current branch of the scenario with capability of fur-
ther development (i.e. indicating successful operation not only in but also through this step of 
control). The following scenario steps, if any, will be allowed to proceed from the current step. 

• done  – indicates success of the current scenario step as its planned termination, after 
which no further development of this branch from the current step will be possible. This state can, 
however, be subsequently changed to thru at higher levels by a special rule, as explained later. 

• fail  – indicates non-revocable failure of the current branch, with no possibility of fur-
ther development. This state directly relates to the current branch and step only. It, however, can 
influence decisions at higher levels by rules concerning engagement of other branches (same can 
be said about the previous two states). 

• fatal  – reports fatal, terminal failure with nonlocal effect, triggering abortion of all 
currently evolving scenario processes and removal of all associated temporary data, regardless of 
their current world locations and operational success. The scope of this spreading termination 
process may be the whole scenario, by default, or it may be restricted by a certain rule explained 
later (supervising the scenario part in which this state may potentially occur).  

These control states appearing in different branches of a parallel and distributed scenario 
at bottom levels can be used to obtain generalized control states for higher levels, up to the whole 
scenario, for making proper decisions. The hierarchical bottom-up merge and generalization of 
states is based on their comparative importance, or power, where the stronger state will always 
dominate when ascending towards the decision root. 

For example, merging states thru  and done  will result in thru , thus generally classify-
ing successful development at a higher scenario level with possibility of further expansion from 
at least some of its branches. Merging thru  and fail  will result in thru  too, indicating gen-
eral success with possibility of further development despite some branch (or branches) terminated 
with failure, while the others remaining open to further evolution. Merging done  and fail  will 
result in done  indicating generally successful termination while ignoring local failures, however, 
without possibility of further development in all these directions. And fatal  will always domi-
nate when merging with any other states unless its destructive influence is contained within a cer-
tain higher level rule, as already mentioned (the latter will itself terminate with fail in such a case). 
So ordering these four states by their powers from maximum to minimum will be as follows: fa-
tal , thru , done , fail . 

These four states, their merge, and use in control rules are standard, language-embedded 
ones. SGL, as a universal spatial language, also allows us to artificially set up any possible con-
trol states, with any numbers and any merge or generalization procedures, which may include the 
mentioned standard ones or be completely different. 
 
6. Description of Main SGL Constructs 

6.1. Constants 

6.1.1. Information 

String can be represented as any sequence of characters embraced by opening-closing single quo-
tation marks. This sequence should not contain the single quotes itself or they should appear in 
opening-closing pairs only, with any nesting allowed. 

Examples: ‘John’ , ‘Peter and Paul ’. 
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Instead of single quotes, a sequence of characters can also be placed into opening-closing 
curly brackets (or braces {}), which can be used inside the string in pairs too. Braces will indicate 
the text as a potential scenario code which can be immediately optimized (like removing unnec-
essary spaces and/or adjusting to the standard SGL syntax, say, after using constructs typical to 
other programming languages for convenience, as explained later). If single quotes are used to 
embrace texts as a potential SGL code, such code optimization will have to be done during its 
interpretation, not before, and each time it is involved, with the original text remaining intact. 

Number can be represented in a standard way, similar to traditional programming lan-
guages, generally in the form: [sign]{ digit}[.{ digit}[ E[sign]{ digit}]].  

Examples: 105 ,   88.56 ,   -15 ,    3.3E-5 . 
Numbers can also use words instead of digits and accompanying characters (using under-

score as separator if more then a single word needed), as follows: 
zero , one , two , three , four , five , six , seven , eight , nine , ten , eleven , twelve , thir-
teen , fourteen , fifteen , sixteen , seventeen , eighteen , nineteen , twenty , thirty , 
forty , fifty , sixty , seventy , eighty , ninety , hundred , thousand , million , billion , 
trillion , dot , minus , plus . 

The four examples above may look like follows. 
a) with mixed representation: 
hundred_five ,   eighty_eight.56 ,  minus_fifteen ,   three.3E-five 
b) up to the full and detailed wording: 

one_zero_five ,   eight_eight_dot_fifty_six ,   minus_one_five , 
three_dot_three_E_minus_five  
 
6.1.2. Physical Matter 

Physical matter (incl. physical objects) can be represented by a sequence of characters embraced 
by opening-closing double quotation marks. 

Examples: “truck” ,   “white sand” ,   “brick ”,   “water” . 
The above mentioned self-identified constants (i.e. strings, scenarios, numbers, and mat-

ter) may also be set up by explicit naming their types with the use of corresponding rules. 
 
6.1.3. Custom Constants 

For extended applications, other self-identified constants can be introduced too, if not conflict 
with the language syntax, to be directly interpreted by an extended SGL interpreter. For example, 
these may be coordinates in physical spaces similar to x17.5 , y44.2 , z-77 , as well as their 
combination: x17.5 _y44.2 _z-77 , or internet addresses like http://www.amazon.com/ .  
Special type-defining rules can be used for more complex cases. 
 
6.1.4. Special Constants 

Special verbal constants can be used as standard parameters (or modifiers) in different language 
rules, as will be shown later. The basic list of such words (consisting of lower case letters only) 
with comments on their possible use is as follows: 

thru  – indicates (or sets) control state as a success with possibility of further evolution. 
done  – indicates (or sets) control state as a successful termination, with blocking further 

development. 
fail  – indicates (or sets) control state as failure, without further development. 
fatal  – indicates (or sets) control state as absolute failure, with abortion of active dis-

tributed processes. 
infinite  – indicates infinitely large value. 
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nil  – indicates no value at all. 
any , all , other  – stating that any, all, or other (i.e. except the current one) elements 

under consideration can be used. 
passed  – hinting that the world nodes to be considered have already been passed by the 

current scenario branch. 
existing  – hinting that world nodes with the given names are already existing and 

should not be created again (i.e. duplicated).  
neighbors  – stating that the nodes to be accessed are among direct neighbors of the 

current node, i.e. within a single hop from it by existing links. 
direct  – stating that the mentioned nodes should be accessed or created (if not exist) 

from the current node directly, regardless of possible (non)existence of direct links to them. 
noback  – not allowing to return to the previously occupied node. 
firstcome  – allowing to access the next-hop nodes only first time with the given sce-

nario ID. 
forward , backward  – allowing to move from the current node via existing links along 

or against their orientations (ignored when dealing with non-oriented links, which can be trav-
ersed in both directions). 

global , local  – may indicate the scope of operations or the world access in different 
rules. 

sync[hronous] , async[hronous]  – a modifier setting synchronous or asynchro-
nous mode of operations induced by different rules. 

virtual , physical , executive  – indicating or setting the type of a node the sce-
nario is currently dealing with (the node can also be of a combined type). 

engaged , vacant  – indicating or setting the state of a resource the current scenario is 
dealing with (like, say, human or robot, or any physical, virtual or combined world node). 

existing – indicating that the node (or nodes) of interest are already existing. 
passed  – indicating that the nodes under consideration have already been passed by the 

current scenario branch. 
 
6.1.5. Compound Constants, Grasps 

Constants can also be arbitrarily complex, as aggregates (possibly hierarchical) from elementary 
types (not necessarily the same) described above, being supported by the full SGL syntax (i.e. 
generally as grasps again). They can be composed by using either standard rules described later 
or, if not sufficient, any additional, custom ones oriented on specific application areas.  
 
6.2. Variables 

Different types of variables can be self-identifiable, i.e. by the way their names are written. Vari-
ables of different types can also have any identifiers if explicitly declared by special rules, ex-
plained later. 
 
6.2.1. Global, Heritable, Frontal, and Nodal Variables 

The sense and use of these variables have been explained before, in Section 4.3.  In the case of 
self-identification, they should start with capital letters G, H, F or N, respectively, followed by a 
sequence of alphanumeric characters (letters and digits only).  

Examples: Globe , H214b, Frontal5 , Nina37 . 
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6.2.2. Environmental Variables 

All these variables have specific names written in all capital letters, with brief explanation of their 
sense and usage following. 

TYPE – indicates the type of a node the current step associates with. This variable returns 
the node’s type (i.e. virtual , physical , executive , or their combination as a list with 
more than one value). It can also change the existing type by assigning to it another value (simple 
or combined too) if needed. 

CONTENT – returns content of the current node (only if having virtual or executive di-
mension, or both), which can be any string of characters (in the simplest case the latter just serv-
ing as its name). Assigning to CONTENT allows us to change the existing node’s content when 
staying in it. In a purely physical node CONTENT returns nil  (as physical nodes can be identi-
fied by their addresses only). If a node is of both virtual and executive nature, this variable deals 
with the virtual one. 

ADDRESS – returns address of the current virtual node. This is read-only variable as node 
addresses are set up automatically by the underlying distributed interpretation system during the 
creation of virtual nodes, or by a system it has been put on top of (for example, it can be an inter-
net address of the node). 

QUALITIES  – identifies a list of available physical parameters associated with the cur-
rent physical position, or node, depending on the chosen implementation and application (for ex-
ample, these may be temperature, humidity, air pressure, visibility, radiation, noise or pollution 
level, density, salinity, etc.). These parameters (generally as a list of values) can be obtained by 
reading the variable. They may also be changed (depending on their nature and implementation 
system capabilities) by assigning new values to QUALITIES , thus locally influencing the world 
from its particular point (or at least attempting to). 

WHERE – keeps physical coordinates of the current physical node in the chosen coordinate 
system (the node can be combined one, additionally having virtual and/or executive features). 
These coordinates can be obtained by reading the variable. Assigning a new value to this variable 
causes physical movement of the current node into the new position (while preserving its identity, 
all information surrounding, and control and data links with other nodes). 

BACK – keeps internal system link to the preceding world node (virtual, executive or 
combined one with virtual or executive dimension), allowing the scenario to most efficiently re-
turn to the previously occupied node, if needed. Referring to internal interpretation mechanisms 
only, the content of BACK cannot be lifted, recorded, or changed from the scenario level. 

PREVIOUS – refers to an absolute and unique address of the previous virtual node (or 
combined with execution and/or physical dimensions), allowing us to return to the node directly. 
This may be more expensive than using BACK, but the content of PREVIOUS, unlike BACK, can 
be lifted, recorded, and used elsewhere in the scenario. 

PREDECESSOR – refers to the content/name of the preceding world node (the one with 
virtual or executive dimension). Its content can be lifted, recorded, and used subsequently, in-
cluding for organization of direct hops to this node. Such hops, however, can also lead to other 
nodes with the same content/name, as node contents/names are generally not unique throughout 
the world operated in SGT. Assigning to PREDECESSOR can change content/name of the previ-
ous node. 

DOER – keeps a name of the device (say, laptop, robot, smart sensor, or even a human) 
which interprets the current SGL code. This device can be chosen for the scenario automatically, 
say, from the list of offered ones, or just picked up from those known or guessed to be available. 
It can also be appointed explicitly by assigning its name to DOER, causing the current SGL code 
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move into this device and execute there unless it terminates or another device is assigned to DO-
ER, say, when the current one becomes inefficient or fails. 

RESOURCES – keeps a list of available or recommended resources (human, robotic, elec-
tronic, mechanical, etc., by their types or names) which can be used for execution of the current 
and subsequent parts of the SGL scenario. This list can contain potential doers too, which after 
being selected by different scenario branches appear (by their names) in variables DOER associat-
ed with the branches. RESOURCES can be accessed and changed by assignment, and in case of 
distributed SGL interpretation it can be replicated with its content,  the latter, possibly, parti-
tioned between different branches by the internal interpretation planning and optimization proce-
dures.  

LINK  – keeps a name (same as content) of the virtual link which has just been passed. By 
assigning new value to it you can change the link’s content/name. Assigning nil  or empty to 
LINK  removes the link passed. 

DIRECTION – keeps direction (along, against, or neutral) of the passed virtual link. As-
signing to this variable values like plus , minus , or nil  (same as +, - , or empty) can change 
its orientation or make non-oriented. 

WHEN – assigning value to this variable sets up an absolute starting time for the following 
scenario branch, thus allowing us to suspend and schedule certain operations and their groups in 
time. 

TIME – returns current absolute time, being read-only global variable. 
SPEED – reflects speed of physical movement of the node (physical, executive or com-

bined, the latter may include virtual dimension too) in which control (represented by the current 
step) is staying. By assigning to this variable, you can change the speed of the current node. In 
case of a pure virtual node, the notion of speed is irrelevant and will return nil  when accessed, 
also causing no effect when assigned to. 

STATE – can be used for explicit setting of control state of the current step by assigning 
to it one of the following: thru , done , fail , or fatal . (These states, as mentioned before, 
are also generated implicitly, automatically on the results of success or failure of different opera-
tions, belonging to the overall internal control of scenarios.) Reading STATE will always return 
thru  as this could only be possible if the previous operation terminated with thru  too, thus let-
ting this operation to proceed. A certain state explicitly set up in this variable can be used subse-
quently at higher levels (possibly, together with termination states of other branches) within dis-
tributed control provided by SGL rules, whereas assigning fatal  to STATE causes already 
mentioned abortion of distributed processes with associated data. 

VALUE – when accessed, returns the resultant value of the latest operation (say, an as-
signment to a variable or just naming a variable or constant). Assignment to VALUE leaves its 
content available to the next operation. This variable allows us to organize balanced processing 
combining sequences of operations with their representation as nested expressions in SGL. (As 
follows from syntax of Fig. 1, the resultant values of operations can also be accessed implicitly if 
these operations or their sequences are themselves standing as operands of higher level rules.) 

COLOR – keeps identity of the current SGL scenario or its branch, which propagates to-
gether with the scenario and influences grouping of different nodal variables under this identity at 
world nodes. This means that different scenarios or their branches with different identities are 
protected from influencing each other via the use of identically named nodal variables. However, 
scenarios with different colors can penetrate into each other information areas if they know the 
other’s colors, by temporarily assigning the needed new identity to COLOR (to perform coopera-
tive or stealth operations) while restoring the previous color afterwards. Any numerical or string 
value can be explicitly assigned to COLOR. By default, different scenarios are implicitly assign-
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ing the same value in COLOR at the start, thus being capable of sharing all information at navi-
gated nodes, unless change their personal color themselves. 

IN  – special variable reading from which asks for data from the outside world in the cur-
rent point of it; this input data becoming its resultant value. 

OUT – special variable allowing us to send information from the scenario to the outside 
world in its current point, by assigning the output value to this variable. 

STATUS – retrieving or setting the status of a doer node in which the scenario is currently 
staying (engaged  or vacant , possibly, with a numerical estimate of the level of engagement 
or vacancy). This feedback from the implementation layer could be useful for a higher-level su-
pervision, planning, and guidance of the use and distribution of resources executing the scenario, 
rather than doing this fully automatically by standard procedures which may not always be opti-
mal, especially under resource shortages.  

Other environmental variables for extended applications can be introduced and identified 
by unique words in all capitals too, or they may use any names if explicitly set up by a special 
rule, as mentioned later. 

As can be seen, most environmental variables are serving as stationary ones, except RE-
SOURCES and COLOR, which are mobile. The global variable TIME may symbolically be con-
sidered as stationary too but in reality may depend on implementation details. 
 
6.3. Rules 

The concept of rule is not only dominant in SGL for setting most diverse activities ranging from 
elementary data & knowledge & physical matter processing to overall management and control, 
but also the only one. This provides a universal, integral and unified approach to expressing any 
operations in distributed dynamic worlds, and if needed, in parallel and fully distributed mode. 
This section describes the main repertoire of introduced and researched SGL rules with summary 
of their sense and possible applications. 
 
6.3.1. Movement 

Rules of this class result in virtual hopping to the existing nodes (the ones having virtual or exec-
utive dimensions) or real movement to new physical locations, associating the remaining scenario 
(with current frontal variables and control) with the nodes reached. The resultant values of the 
movements are represented by the reached node names (in case of virtual, executive or combined 
nodes) or nil  in case of pure physical nodes, with control state thru  in them if the movement 
was successful. If no destinations reached, the movement results with state fail  and value nil . 

hop  – sets virtual propagation to node(s) in virtual, execution, or combined worlds (the 
latter may have physical dimension too), directly or via links connecting them. In case of a direct 
hop, except node name or address, special modifier direct  should be included into parameters 
of the rule. If a hop to take place from a node to a node via an existing link, both destination node 
name/address and link name (with orientation if needed) should be among parameters of the rule. 
This hop rule can also cause independent and parallel propagation to a number of nodes if there 
are more than one node connected to the current one by the named link, and only link name men-
tioned (or given by indicator all , for all links involved). In a more general case, parallel hops 
can be organized from the current node if the destination attributes are given by a list of 
names/addresses of nodes and names of links (or direct  or all  indicators) which should lead 
to them. 

move – sets real movement in physical world to a particular location given by coordinates 
in a chosen coordinate system. The destination location becomes a new temporary node with no 
name (or nil ) which disappears when all current scenario activities leave it for other nodes. If, 
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however, the destination node is to have virtual dimension too (indicated by virtual  in the pa-
rameters of the rule, possibly, accompanied by a certain name otherwise default name used), it 
will remain intact and can be accessed by other scenarios or different branches of the current one 
unless removed explicitly. 

shift  – differs from the move only in that movement in physical world is set by devia-
tions of physical coordinates from the current position rather than by absolute physical coordi-
nates. 

follow – allows us to propagate in both virtual and physical spaces by following arbi-
trary routes set up by sequences of links, nodes, physical coordinates, etc., or via obtained inter-
nal interpretation tracks using recorded entries to them (as explained later). 
 
6.3.2. Creation 

This class of rules creates or removes nodes and/or links leading to them during distributed world 
navigation. After the creation, the resultant values will be their names (there may be more than 
one destination node created) with termination state thru , and the next steps will be associated 
with the nodes reached, starting in them. If the operation fails, its resultant value will be nil  and 
control state fail  in the node it started. After the node(s) successful removal operation, the re-
sultant value in the starting node will be the same as before and control state thru . 

create  – starting in the current world position, creates either new virtual link-node pairs 
or new isolated nodes. For the first case, the rule is supplied with names and orientations of new 
links and names of new nodes these links should lead to, which may be multiple. For the second 
case, the rule has to use modifier direct  indicating direct nodes creation, i.e. without links to 
them. If to use modifiers existing  or passed  for the link-node creation hinting that such 
nodes already exist (also if nodes are given by addresses, thus indicating their existence) only 
links will be created to them by create . 

linkup  – just simplifies the latest rule, creating only links with proper names from the 
current node to the already existing nodes, without the need to use modifiers existing  or 
passed . However, still using modifier passed  may help us narrow direct search of the already 
existing nodes. 

delete  – removes links together with nodes they should lead to, starting from the cur-
rent node. Links and nodes to be removed should be either explicitly named or represented by 
modifiers any  or all . Using modifier direct  instead of link name together with node name 
will allow us to remove such node (or nodes) from the current node directly. In all cases, when a 
node is deleted, all its links with other nodes will be removed too.  

unlink  – removes only links leading to neighboring nodes where, similar to the previous 
case, they should be explicitly named or modifiers any  or all  used instead. The resultant values 
on the rule will be represented by these node names, with states thru  in them, similar to hop  
and linkup  operations. The next scenario step will start in these neighboring nodes. 

The above creation rules, depending on the implementation, can also be used in a broader 
sense and scale, as contexts embracing arbitrary scenarios and influencing hop operations within 
their scope (the same scenarios will be capable of operating in creation or deletion mode with 
them). 
 
6.3.3. Echoing 

The rules of this class use terminal control states and terminal values from the embraced scenario 
(which may be remote) to obtain the resultant state and value in the world point it started, also 
being it’s terminal point (from which the rest of the scenario, if any, will develop). The usual re-
sultant control state for these rules is thru  (fail  occurs only when certain terminal values hap-
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pen to be unavailable or result unachievable, say, as division by zero). Depending on the rule’s 
semantics, the resultant value can be compound, like a list of values, which may be nested. 

state  – returns the resultant generalized state of the embraced SGL scenario upon its 
completion, whatever its complexity and space coverage. This state being the result of the as-
cending fringe-to-root generalization of terminal states of the scenario embraced, where states 
with higher power (from max to min as: fatal , thru , done , fail ) dominate in this potential-
ly distributed and parallel process, as already mentioned. The resultant state returned is treated as 
the resultant value on the rule, the latter always terminating with own control state thru , even in 
the case of resultant fatal , thus restricting its spreading by echo rules. (Another restriction of 
influence of fatal  by a special rule will be explained later.) 

order  – returns an ordered list of final values of the scenario embraced corresponding to 
the order of launching related branches rather than the order of their completion. For parallel 
branches these orders may, for example, relate to how they were activated, possibly, with the use 
of time stamping upon invocation. 

rake  – returns a list of final values of the scenario embraced in an arbitrary order. This 
order may, for example, depend on the order of completion of branches; it can also be influenced 
by peculiarities of the echoing collection procedure of the results.    

sum – returns the sum of all final values of the scenario embraced. 
count  – returns the number of all resultant values associated with the scenario embraced, 

rather than values themselves as by the previous rules. 
first , last , min , max, random , average  – return, correspondingly, the first, the 

last, minimum, maximum, random, or average value from all terminal values returned by the sce-
nario embraced, where first  and last  will depend on ordering of the results with details simi-
lar to the rule order  above. 

element  – returns the value of an element of the list on its left operand by index or con-
tent (see corresponding usage rules later) given by the right operand. If the right operand is a list 
of indices/contents, the result will be the list of corresponding values from the left operand. If 
element  is used within the left operand of assignment (explained later), instead of returning 
values it will be providing an access to them. 

sortup , sortdown  return an ordered list of values produced by the operand embraced, 
starting from maximum or minimum value and terminating, correspondingly, with minimum or 
maximum one. 

reverse  – changes to the opposite the order of values from the embraced operand. 
add , subtract , multiply , divide , degree  – perform the corresponding opera-

tions on two or more operands of the scenario embraced. If the operands represent multiple val-
ues as lists, these operations are performed between the peer elements, with the resulting value 
being multiple too. 

separate  – separates the left operand string value by the string at the right operand 
used as a delimiter in a repeated manner for the left string, with the result being the list of sepa-
rated values. If the right operand is a list of delimiters, its elements will used sequentially and cy-
clically unless the string at the left is fully partitioned. If the left operand represents a list of 
strings, each one is separated by the right operand as above, with the resulting lists of separated 
values merged into a common list in the order they were received. 

unite  – integrates the list of values at the left (as strings, or to be converted into strings 
automatically if not) by a repeated delimiter as a string (or a cyclic list of them) at the right into a 
united string. 

attach  – makes the resultant string by connecting the right string operand to the end of 
the left one. If operands are lists with more than one element, the attachment is made between 
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their peer elements, receiving the resultant list of united strings. This rule can also operate with 
more than two operands. 

append  – forms the resultant list from left and right operands, appending the latter to the 
end of the former, where both operands may be lists themselves. More than two operands can be 
used too. 

common – returns intersection of two or more lists as operands, with the result including 
same elements of all lists, if any, otherwise nil . 

withdraw  – its result will be the first element of the list provided by the embraced oper-
and, with this element also simultaneously withdrawn from the list (the latter makes sense only 
for a variable containing a list of values as the operand). This rule can work with more than one 
element by adding another operand providing the number of elements to be withdrawn and repre-
sented as the result.   

access  – returns an internal access (which can be recorded, say, in a variable) to all ter-
minal positions of the embraced scenario, which can be used to reenter them most efficiently af-
terwards (on internal system level). This reentry may be performed by the rule follow  de-
scribed before. 
 
6.3.4. Verification 

These rules provide control state thru  or fail  reflecting the result of certain verification pro-
cedures, also nil  as own resultant value, while remaining in the same world positions after com-
pletion. 

equal , notequal , less , less [or ]equal , more , more [or ]equal , bigger , 
smaller , heavier , lighter , longer , shorter  – make comparison between left and 
right operands, which can represent information or physical matter, or both. In case of vector op-
erands, state thru  appears only if all peer values satisfy the condition set up by the rule (except 
notequal , for which even a single non-correspondence between peers will result in thru ). 
The list of such rules can be easily extended for more specific applications, if supported properly 
on implementation level. 

empty , nonempty  – checks for emptiness (i.e. non-existence, same as nil ) or non-
emptiness (existence) of the resultant value obtained from the embraced scenario. 

belongs , notbelongs  – verifies whether the left operand value (single or a list) be-
longs as a whole to the right operand, potentially a list too. 

intersects , notintersects  – verifies whether there are common elements (val-
ues) between left and right operands, being generally lists. More than two operands can be used 
for this rule too, with at least a same single element to be present in all of them to result in thru . 
 
6.3.5. Assignment 

This class of rules assigns the result of the right scenario operand (which may be arbitrarily re-
mote, also as a list of values) to the variable or set of variables directly named or reached by the 
left scenario operand, which may be remote too. The left operand can also provide pointers to 
certain elements of the reached variables which should be changed by the assignment rather than 
the whole variables (see rule element  above). These rules will leave control in the same world 
position they’ve started, its resultant state thru  if assignment was successful otherwise fail , 
and the same value as assigned to the left operand. There are two options of the assignment. 

assign  – assigns the same value of the right operand (which may be a list) to all varia-
bles accessed (or their elements pointed) by the left operand. If the right operand is represented 
by nil  or empty, the left operand variables as a whole (or only their elements pointed) will be 
removed. 
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assignpeers  – assigns values of different elements of the list on the right operand to 
different variables (or their pointed elements) associated with the destinations reached on the left 
operand, in a peer-to-peer mode.  
 
6.3.6. Advancement 

Rules of this class organize forward or “in depth” advancement in space and time. They can work 
in synchronous or asynchronous mode using modifiers sync [hronous ] or async [hronous ] 
(the second one optional as asynchronous is default mode). 

advance  – organizes stepwise advancement in physical, virtual, executive or combined 
spaces, also in a pure computational space while staying in the same world nodes (thus moving in 
time only). For this, the embraced SGL scenarios are used in a sequence, as written, where each 
new scenario applies from all terminal world nodes reached by the previous scenario (these nodes 
may happen to be the same as before if only computations took place). The resultant world posi-
tions and resultant values on the rule are associated with the final steps of the final scenarios on 
the rule. And the rule’s resultant state is a generalization of control states associated with its final 
steps. The frontal variables, if any, are being inherited at new steps from the preceding steps 
(with their copies removed from the previous positions), thus moving from one step to another, 
and between scenario operands, being also replicated if multiple steps emerge from a previous 
step. 

If no final step occurs with states thru  or done , the whole advancement on this rule is 
considered as failed (with generalized state fail ), resulting in no possibility to continue the sce-
nario evolution in this direction. On default or with modifier asynchronous , the sequence of 
scenarios develops in space and time independently in different directions, and different operand 
scenarios in the sequence may happen to be active at the same time. With the use of synchro-
nous  modifier, all invocations of every new scenario in their sequence can start only after full 
completion of all invocations of the previous scenario.  

slide  – works similar to the previous rule unless the next scenario fails to produce re-
sultant state thru  or done  from some world node; in this case the next scenario from their se-
quence will be applied from the same starting position, and so on. The resultant world nodes and 
values in them will be from the last successfully applied scenario (not necessarily the same in 
their sequence when independently developing in different directions). The results on the whole 
rule, in their extreme, may even happen to correspond to the existing results in the node the rule 
started (including node’s position) before the rule’s application, with state thru  always being 
the resultant state in any cases. Both synchronous and asynchronous modes of parallel interpreta-
tion of this rule, similar to the previous rule advance , can be possible, where in the synchro-
nous case different scenarios can start only after full completion of the previous ones. 

repeat  – invokes the embraced scenario as many times as possible, with each new itera-
tion taking place from all final positions with state thru  reached by the previous invocation. If 
no final steps of the scenario invocation completed with state thru , the starting position from 
which this iteration failed together with its value will be included into the set of final positions 
and values on the whole rule (and this set may have positions from different iterations).  

Similar to the previous rule slide , in the extreme case the final set of positions on the 
whole rule may happen to contain only the position from which the rule started, with state thru  
and value it had at the beginning. By supplying additional numeric modifier to this rule, it is pos-
sible to explicitly limit the number of allowed repetitions of the embraced scenario (of course, the 
operand scenario may be organized to properly control the needed number of iterations itself, but 
with additional modifier this may be more convention is come cases).  
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Both synchronous and asynchronous modes of parallel interpretation of this rule, similar 
to the previous rules advance  and slide  are possible. In the synchronous mode, at any mo-
ment of time only the same scenario iteration can develop in a potentially distributed space-time 
continuum, whereas in the asynchronous case these may happen to be different iterations working 
in parallel. 
 
6.3.7. Branching 

These rules allow the embraced set of scenario operands to develop “in breadth”, each from the 
same starting position, with the resultant set of positions and order of their appearance depending 
on the logic of a concrete branching rule. Branching may be static and explicit if we have a clear 
set of individual operand scenarios separated by comma. It can also be implicit and dynamic, as 
explained later. For all branching rules that follow, the frontal variables associated with the start-
ing position will be replicated together with contents, with the copies obtained developing inde-
pendently within different branches. The original variable will be removed from the starting posi-
tion then. Details of this replication if variable holds physical matter rather than information can 
depend on the application and implementation details. 

branch  – most general variant with logical independence of scenario operands from 
each other, and any possible order of their invocation and development from the starting position 
(from strictly sequential to fully parallel, and from chaotic to absolutely ordered). The resultant 
set of positions and associated values will unite all terminal positions & values on all scenario 
operands involved, and the resultant control state on the whole rule is the generalization of gener-
alized states on all scenario branches. 

sequential  – organizing strictly sequential invocation of all scenario operands, regard-
less of their resultant generalized control states, and launching the next scenario only after full 
completion of the previous one. The resultant set of positions, values, and rule’s control state will 
be same as for branch .  

parallel  – organizing fully parallel development of all scenario operands from the 
same starting position (at least as much as this can be achieved within existing environment,  re-
sources, and implementation). The resultant set of positions, values, and rule’s control state will 
be same as for the previous two rules. 

if  – usually has three scenario operands. If the first one results with generalized termina-
tion state thru  or done , the second scenario is activated, otherwise the third one will be 
launched.  

The resultant set of positions & associated values will be exactly the same as achieved by 
the second or third scenarios after their completion. If the third scenario is absent and the first one 
results with fail , the resultant position will be the one the rule started from, with state thru  
and value it had at the start. If only a single operand (i.e. the first one) is under the rule, it will 
also result with its starting position, initial value in it, and state thru , regardless of the general-
ized termination state of this single operand, its positions reached and values in them (all these 
will be ignored for the further scenario development, if any). 

or  – allows only one operand scenario in their sequence (not specifying which, may be 
any) with the resulting state thru  or done  to be registered as successful and resultant, with the 
resulting positions & associated values on it to be the resulting ones on the whole rule. The activi-
ties of all other scenario operands and all results produced by them will be cancelled. If no branch 
results with thru  or done , the rule will terminate with fail  and nil  value. Used in combina-
tion with the previous rules sequential  and parallel , it may have the following more clar-
ified and detailed options. 

orsequential  – launches the scenario operands in a strictly sequential manner, one af-
ter the other as they are written, waiting for their full completion before launching the next one, 
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unless the first one replying with generalized state thru  or done , providing the result on the 
rule as a whole. Invocation of the remaining scenarios in the sequence will be aborthed, and all 
results of the previous scenarios will be removed.  

orparallel  – activates all scenario operands in parallel from the same current position, 
with the first one in time replying with generalized thru  or done  being registered as the result-
ant branch for the rule. All other branches will be forcefully terminated without waiting for their 
completion (or just ignored, depending on implementation, which in general may not be the same 
as the termination for global results) 

The resultant scenario in all three cases above provides its final set of positions with val-
ues and states in them as the result on the whole rule. If no scenario operand returns states thru  
or done , the whole rule will result with state fail  in its starting position and nil  as resultant 
value.  

and  – activates each scenario operand from the same position, demanding all of them to 
return generalized states thru  or done . If at least a single operand returns generalized fail , 
the whole rule results with state fail  and nil  value in the starting position while forcefully 
terminating the development of all other branches, which may still be in progress. If all operand 
scenarios succeed, the resulting set of positions unites all resultant positions on all operands with 
their associated values. Combining the rule with rules sequential  and parallel  (as we did 
for or ) clarifies their activation and termination order, as follows. (These two options can, in 
principle, produce differing general results if different scenario operands work in intersecting 
domains and share intermediate results.) 

andsequential  – activates each scenario operand from the same position in the writ-
ten order, terminating the rule when first one resulting with fail, while ignoring other operands 
and removing all results produced by this and all previous operands.  

andparallel  – activates each scenario operand from the same position, terminating the 
rule when the first one in time results with fail , while aborting all other operands activity and 
removing all results produced by the current one. 

choose  – chooses a scenario branch in their sequence before its execution, using certain 
parameters among which, for example, may be its numerical order in the sequence (or a list of 
such orders to select more than one branch). This rule can also be aggregated with other rules like 
first , last , random , or any  clarifying the branch to be chosen (used here as modifiers 
among parameters rather than rules). The resultant set of positions, their values and states will be 
taken from the branch(es) chosen. 

firstrespond  – selects the first branch in time replying its complete termination, re-
gardless of its generalized termination state, which may happen to be fail  too, even though the 
other branches (to be forcefully terminated afterwards) could respond later with thru  or done . 
The set of positions on this selected branch and their associated values (if any) will be taken as 
those for the whole rule. This rule assumes that different branches are launched independently 
and in parallel. But it differs fundamentally from the rule orparallel  as the latter selects the 
first in time branch replying with success (i.e. thru  or done ) for which, in the worst case, all 
branches may need to be executed in full to find the branch needed. A modification of this rule 
my have an additional parameter establishing, for example time limit within which replies are 
expected or allowed from branches (where there may be more than one branch as the result), oth-
erwise failure if no branch responded in time. 

cycle  – repeatedly invokes the embraced scenario from the same starting position until 
its resultant generalized state remains thru  or done , where on different invocations same or 
different sets of resultant positions with different values may emerge. The resultant set of posi-
tions on the rule will be an integration of all positions on all successful scenario invocations with 
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their values. If no invocation of the embraced scenario succeeds, the resultant state fail  in the 
starting position and nil  value will emerge. 

loop  – differs from the previous rule in that the resultant set of positions on it being only 
the set produced by the last successful invocation of the embraced scenario (it will terminate, as 
before, with fail  and nil  in the starting position if no invocation succeeds). 

sling  – invokes repeatedly the embraced scenario until it provides state thru  or done , 
resulting in the same starting position with state thru  and its associated value when the last iter-
ation results with fail . 

whirl  – endlessly repeating the embraced scenario from the starting position regardless 
of its success or failure with no resultant positions or values produced. External forceful termina-
tion of this construct may be needed, like using first in time termination of a competitive branch 
(say, under higher-level rule orparallel ). 

It could also be possible to set a limit on the number of repetitions (or duration time) in 
these cycling-looping-slinging-whirling rules – by supplying them with an additional parameter 
restricting the repeated scenario invocations. 

split  – performs, if needed, additional static or dynamic partitioning of the embraced 
scenario to different branches, especially in complex and not clear at first sight cases, all starting 
from the same current position. It may be used alone or in combination with the above mentioned 
branching rules, preparing separate branches for the latter. Some examples follow.  

• If split  embraces explicit branches separated by commas, it does nothing as the 
branches are already declared. 

• It the embraced single operand represents broadcasting move or hop (creative or destruc-
tive including) in multiple directions, the branches are formed from all possible variants of ele-
mentary moves or hops, before their execution. 

• If the rule’s operand is an arbitrary scenario (not belonging to the two cases above), the 
branches are formed after their completion, where each position reached (with associated values) 
starts a new branch. 

• If an arbitrary scenario terminates with a single or multiple positions which have multi-
ple values associated with them (i.e. lists), each constituent value in these lists starts an individual 
branch, becoming its sole value. 

fringe  – being the most general variant of splitting for any scenario after its execution, 
is considering all final positions reached by the scenario as individual branches. It may also have 
additional parameters helping us to select or reject the received branches as candidates for a fur-
ther scenario evolution (possibly, with involvement of both forward and echo operations over the 
control hierarchy produced by the scenario, for making proper decisions). 
 
6.3.8. Transference 

This class of rules organizes different control or data transference activity. 
run  – transfers control to the SGL code (treated as a procedure) resulting from invocation 

of the embraced scenario (which can be of arbitrary complexity and space coverage). The proce-
dure (or procedures, if a list of them) obtained in such a way and activated will produce the re-
sultant set of positions with associated values and control states as the result on the rule, similar 
to other rules. 

call  – transfers control to a code produced by the embraced scenario which may repre-
sent activation of external systems (including those working in other formalisms), with resultant 
position being the same where the rule started, value in it corresponding to what has been re-
turned from the external call, and state thru  if the call was successful, otherwise fail . 

input  – provides input of external information or physical matter (objects) on the initia-
tive of SGL scenario, resulting in the same position but with value received from the outside. The 
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rule may have an additional argument clarifying a particular external source from which the input 
should take place. The rule extends possibilities provided by reading from environmental variable 
IN  explained before. 

output  – outputs the resultant value obtained by the embraced scenario, which can be 
multiple, with the same resultant position as before but associated value just sent outside (for vir-
tual data only). The rule may have an additional pointer to a particular external sink. The rule ex-
tends possibilities provided by assignment to the previously explained environmental variable 
OUT. 

transmit  – represents a variant of output  for specific applications, say, involving 
long distance radio communications and broadcasting features, with potentially multiple address-
es. It may have additional parameters clarifying the action needed. 

send  – staying in the current position associated with physical, virtual, executive (or 
combined) node, transfers information or matter obtained by the scenario on the first operand to 
other similar node given by name, address or coordinates provided by the second operand, assum-
ing that a companion rule receive  is engaged there. The rule may have an additional parameter 
setting acceptable time delay for a consumption of this data at the receiving end. If the transaction 
is successful, the resultant position will be the same where the rule started with state thru  and 
value sent (virtual only) otherwise nil  and state fail . 

receive  – a companion to rule send , naming the source of data to be received from 
(defined similarly to the destination node in send ). Additional timing (as a second operand) may 
be set up too, after expiration of which the rule will be considered as failed. In case of successful 
receipt of data, the rule will result in the same position with the value obtained from send  and 
state thru , otherwise with nil  and state fail . 
 
6.3.9. Timing 

sleep  – establishes time delay defined by the embraced scenario operand, with no activities in 
the meantime by this particular scenario branch. The starting position and its existing value will 
be the result on the rule after the time passed, with state thru . Such time delay of the related 
branch can also be achieved by assigning the current absolute time (received from environmental 
variable TIME), incremented by the delay value returned from the scenario embraced by sleep , 
to environmental variable WHEN described before. 

allowed  – sets time limit by the first operand for activity of the scenario on second op-
erand. If the scenario terminates before time limit expires, its resultant positions with values and 
states will define the result on this rule. Otherwise the scenario will be forcefully aborted with 
state fail  in the starting position as the rule’s result. 
 
6.3.10. Granting 

contain  – restricts the spread of destructive consequences caused by control state fatal  with-
in the ruled scenario. This state may appear automatically or can be assigned explicitly to envi-
ronmental variable STATE, triggering emergent completion of all scenario processes and removal 
of data associated with the scenario. The resultant position will the one the rule started, its value 
nil , and state fail . Without occurrence of fatal , the resultant positions, their values and 
states on the rule will be exactly the same as of the scenario embraced. 

release  – allows the embraced scenario develop free from the main scenario, abandon-
ing bilateral control links with it, starting from the current position (the main scenario after the 
rule’s activation “will not see” this construct any more). The released, now independent, scenario 
will develop using standard subordination and command and control mechanisms, as usual. For 
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the main scenario, this rule will result in its starting position with state thru  and original value 
there. 

free  – differs from the previous case in that despite its independence and control free-
dom from the main scenario, as before, it is nevertheless obliged to return data obtained in its 
terminal positions if such a request has been issued by rules at higher levels. 

blind  – blocks the embraced scenario from engagement in further development after its 
completion, but retains the possibility to reply to higher levels with values associated with final 
positions reached. This being equivalent to setting control state done  in each terminal position.  

lift  – removes the blocking of further development caused by states done  in terminal 
positions of the embraced scenarios (including the effect caused by rule blind ), substituting 
them with thru , thus allowing further development from these positions by a subsequent scenar-
io. 

none  – sets nil  (or empty) as a returned value of the whole scenario embraced, with the 
rule resulting in the same starting position with sate thru .  

stay  – whatever the scenario embraced and its evolution in space, the resultant position 
will always be the same this rule started from, with the latest value in it and state thru . As can 
be seen, this rule differs from the previous one only by its resultant value. 

seize  – establishes, seizes, an absolute control over the resources associated with the 
current virtual, physical, executive or combined node, blocking these from any other accesses and 
allowing only the embraced scenario to work with them, thus preventing possible competition for 
the node’s assets which may lead to unexpected results. This resource blockage is automatically 
lifted after the embraced scenario terminates. The resultant set of positions on the rule with their 
values and states will be the ones from the scenario embraced (the latter may potentially be of 
any complexity and space-time coverage). If the node has already been blocked by another sce-
nario exercising its own rule seize , the current scenario will be waiting for the release of the 
node. If more than two scenarios are competing for the node’s resources, they will be organized 
in a FIFO manner at the node.  
 
6.3.11. Type 

These rules explicitly assign types to different constructs generally represented as strings (given 
explicitly or being the result of an arbitrary operand scenario with single or multiple elements). 
These rules result in the same positions the rule started, nil  value and state thru  (fail  ap-
pears only if a string element does not satisfy certain constrains mentioned below). 

global , heritable , frontal , nodal , environmental  – allow different types 
of variables to have any identifiers (letter and/or digits only) rather than those restricted for self-
identification, as explained before. These new names will continue represent the variables with 
their types in the subsequent scenario development to its full depth unless redefined by these 
rules. As regards environmental variables, their names differing from the standard ones and new 
kinds of such variables may need special adjustment with the implementation layer which is di-
rectly accessing corresponding physical or virtual resources. 

matter , number , string , scenario  – allow arbitrary strings (with letters, digits 
and some other characters but not violating the SGL syntax) obtained by the scenario embraced 
to represent corresponding values rather than using self-identifiable representations mentioned 
before (with automatic internal types conversion, if needed). 
 
6.3.12. Usage 

address , coordinate , content , index , time , speed , name, place , center , 
range , doer , human, robot , node [s ], link [s ] – explicitly clarify the purpose or usage of 
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different values in other rules, adding flexibility to composition of SGL scenarios for which strict 
order of operands and presence all of them may be optional. The rules result in the same positions 
they’ve started with the values clarified by them. 

unit  – identifies the set of values produced by the embraced scenario as an integral unit 
(liker list) for further processing. This may also be useful for hierarchical structuring of data, 
where elements within declared units may be other units themselves, and so on. The rule results 
in the same position it started with the value being the unit formed. 
 
6.3.13. Application 

Additional application, or custom, rules can allow SGL to be extended unlimitedly while effec-
tively embracing and embedding specifics of different application areas. They can be used simi-
larly to other language rules while obeying established internal interpretation principles and uni-
fied command and control. These rules will, however, need extension of and adjustment to the 
standard language interpretation system. 
 
6.3.14. Aggregated, Grasp 

This brings another level of recursion into the language structure where rules can themselves be 
defined by arbitrary scenarios, or grasps (and not only by the explicit names described above), 
possibly, aggregated with each other and their modifiers, to operate jointly on the scenarios em-
braced. Such aggregation can increase and sharpen the power and flexibility of the language and 
reduce redundancy in complex operations over distributed environments. 
 
7. Full SGL Summary 

The following is full SGL formal description summarizing the listed above language constructs, 
where, as already mentioned, syntactic categories are shown in italics, vertical bar separates al-
ternatives, parts in braces indicate zero or more repetitions with a delimiter at the right if more 
than one, and constructs in brackets are optional. The remaining characters and words are the 
language symbols (including boldfaced braces). 

grasp  �  constant | variable | rule [( { grasp, } ) ] 
constant �  information | matter | custom | special | grasp  
variable �  global | heritable | frontal | nodal | environmental 
rule  �  movement | creation | echoing | verification |  assignment | advancement | branching | 

      transference | timing | granting | type | usage | application | grasp  
information �   string | scenario | number 
string  � ‘ { character} ’  
scenario  �  {{ character}} 
number  �   [sign]{ digit}[ . { digit}[ e[sign]{ digit}]]  
matter  �  “ { character} ” 
special  �  thru  | done  | fail  | fatal  | infinite  | nil  | any  | all  | other  | passed  |  

       existing  | neighbors  | direct  | noback  | firstcome  | forward  |      
       backward  | global  | local  | sync [hronous ] | async [hronous ] |  
       virtual  | physical  | executive  | engaged  | vacant  | existing  |  
       passed  

global  �  G{ alphameric} 
heritable  �  H{ alphameric}  
frontal  �  F{ alphameric}  
nodal  �  N{ alphameric}  
environmental� TYPE | CONTENT | ADDRESS | QUALITIES  | WHERE | BACK | PREVIOUS |  

                                  PREDECESSOR | DOER | RESOURCES | LINK  | DIRECTION | WHEN | TIME |  
                                   SPEED | STATE | VALUE | COLOR | IN  | OUT | STATUS 
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movement  �  hop  | move | shift  | follow   
creation  �  create  | linkup  | delete  | unlink  
echoing         �  state  | order  | rake  | sum | count  | first  | last  | min  | max | random  |  

   average  | element  | sortup  | sortdown  | reverse  | add  | subtract  | 
      multiply  | divide  | degree  | separate  | unite  | attach  | append  |   
      common | withdraw  | access  

verification  � equal  | notequal  | less  | less [or ]equal  | more  | more [or ]equal  |  
      bigger  | smaller  | heavier  | lighter  | longer  | shorter  | empty  |  
      nonempty  | belongs  | notbelongs  | intersects  | notintersects  

assignment  � assign  | assignpeers   
advancement � advance  | slide  | repeat   
branching  � branch  | sequential  | parallel  | if  | or  | orsequential  | orparallel  |  

      and  | andsequential  | andparallel  | choose  | firstrespond  | cycle  |  
     loop  | sling  | whirl  | split  | fringe  

transference  � run  | call  | input  | output  | transmit  | send  | receive  
timing  � sleep  | allowed  
granting  � contain  | release  | free  | blind  |lift  | none  | stay  | seize  
type   � global  | heritable  | frontal  | nodal  | environmental  | matter  |  

     number  | string  | scenario  
usage  � address  | coordinate  | content  | index  | time  | speed  | name | place  |  

        center  | range  | doer  | human | soldier  |robot  | node [s ] | link [s ] |  
        unit  
 
8. Elementary Examples in SGL 

Let us consider some elementary scenarios in SGL from the mentioned three worlds (PW, VW, 
and EW). 

(a) Assignment of the sum of three constants 27 , 33 , and 55.6  to a variable Result :  
assign(Result, add(27, 33, 55.6))  

(b)  Independent moves in physical space to coordinates (x1 , y3 ) and (x5 , y8 ): 
branch(move(place(x1, y3)),  

    move(place(x5, y8)))    
(c)  Creation of a virtual node Peter :  

create(direct, node(‘Peter’)) 
(d) Extending the previous virtual network (so far containing node Peter  only) with a new 

link-node pair father  of  Alex  (Fig. 5): 
advance( 

 hop(direct, node(‘Peter’)), 
 create(link(+‘fatherof’), node(‘Alex’))) 

(e)  Giving direct order to robot Shooter  to fire at certain coordinates (x , y ) (Fig. 6): 
advance(hop(direct, robot(‘Shooter’)), fire(place(x , y))) 

(f) Ordering soldier  John  to engage robot  Shooter  to fire at coordinates (x , y ), with 
John  confirming completion of the robot’s action: 
advance(hop(direct, soldier(‘John’)),  
        if(advance(hop(direct, robot(‘Shooter’)), f ire(place(x, y))),  

         output(OK))). 
 
9. Simplifications and Use of Conventional Notations 

To simplify SGL programs, traditional to existing programming languages abbreviations of oper-
ations, also conventional delimiters can be used too. These can include semicolons for separation 
of actions following one another in space (i.e. without the rule advance , but not related to its 
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modification slide ), just using commas for separating of independent branches (omitting the 
most general rule branch  for such cases), omitting single quotes for strings used as names 
which do not intersect with the language variables, the use of traditional characters for arithmetic 
operations and infix notations, skipping identification rules in cases where contents are  clear 
without them, or reduction of the number of parentheses with the help of other characters, like 
semicolon.  

These and similar simplifications should, however, be used with a good deal of caution, 
especially for complexly structured and nested scenarios, otherwise may distort the scenario 
structures, also leading to their wrong interpretation. With the presence of such deviations, the 
scenario text can be readily updated to SGL standards by a preprocessing converter, with subse-
quent distributed execution by the networked interpreter oriented and optimized on the universal 
syntax of Fig. 1.  

Such code simplifications will be used throughout other chapters when describing SGL 
for solving concrete tasks. For the examples of the previous section these simplifications may 
look like follows. 

(a) Assignment of the sum of constants to a variable: 
Result = 27 + 33 + 55.6 

   (b) Independent moves in physical space to given coordinates: 
move(x1, y3), move(x5, y8)   or   
move((x1, y3), (x5, y8))     or 
move(x1_y3, x5_y8) 

(c)  Creation of a virtual node:  
create(Peter)    

(d) Extending the virtual network with a new link-node pair: 
hop(Peter); create(+fatherof, Alex)  

(e) Giving direct command to a robot to fire: 
hop(Shooter); fire(x, y)    or 
hop(Shooter); fire(x_y) 

(f) Ordering soldier to engage robot to fire by given coordinates, confirming the action’s com-
pletion: 
hop(John); if((hop(Shooter); fire(x, y)), output(OK ))      

or even more compact 
hop:John; if((hop:Shooter;fire:x_y),output:OK) 
 
10. SGL Networked Interpretation 

The developed technology if used in distributed environments operates as follows. A network of 
SGL interpreters embedded into key system points (humans, robots, sensors, mobile phones, etc.) 
collectively interprets high-level mission scenarios written in SGL. Capable of representing any 
parallel and distributed algorithms, these scenarios can start from any node, covering at runtime 
the whole world or its parts needed with operations and control. 

The spreading scenarios can create knowledge infrastructures arbitrarily distributed be-
tween system components. Navigated by same or other scenarios, these can effectively support 
distributed databases, command and control (C2), situation awareness and autonomous decisions, 
also simulate any other existing or hypothetic computational and/or control models. Many SGL 
scenarios can operate within the same environments, spatially cooperating or competing in the 
networked space as overlapping fields of solutions. 

The dynamic network of SGL interpreters covering any distributed spaces, the whole 
world including, can be considered as a new type of parallel supercomputer, which can have any 
(including runtime changing) networking topology and operate without any central facilities or 
control. A backbone of the networked interpreter is its spatial track system providing global 
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awareness and automatic C2 over multiple distributed processes, also creating, supporting, and 
managing (including removing when becoming useless) different distributed information and 
control resources. 
 
11. Some SGT Application Areas 

The following are only some researched, discussed, and reported applications of SGT and SGL 
summarizing their advantages, with other application areas and possible solutions in them de-
scribed in detail in the existing publications. 

Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) [16, 17]. SGT can integrate distribut-
ed ISR facilities into flexible goal-driven systems operating under unified command and control, 
which can be automatic. These integrated systems can analyze and properly impact critical infra-
structures, both native and adversary’s, as well as create new infrastructures for a variety of pur-
poses.  

Military robotics [18–21]. SGT paves the way for unified transition to automated up to 
fully unmanned systems with massive use of advanced robotics. One of practical benefits may be 
effective management of advanced robotic collectives, regardless of their size and spatial distri-
bution, by only a single human operator, due to high level of their internal self-organization and 
integral external responsiveness.   

Human terrain [22, 23]. SGT allows this new topic, originally coined in military, to be 
considered and used in a much broader sense and scale than initially planned, allowing us to 
solve complex national and international conflicts and problems by intelligent and peaceful, pre-
dominantly nonmilitary means, while fully obeying existing ethical standards. 

Air and missile defense [24, 25]. Providing flexible and self-recovering distributed C2 in-
frastructures it can, for example, effectively use distributed networks of cheap ground or low-
altitude sensors to discover, trace and destroy multiple cruise missiles with complex routes, ver-
sus existing expensive high-altitude planes, drones, and aerostats (with an example already shown 
above). Other examples, also related to ballistic missiles, show the applicability of SGT for the 
defence against. 

Command and Control [26]. Description in SGL of semantic-level military missions is 
much clearer and more compact (up to 10 times) than if written in traditional Battle Management 
Languages (BML). This simplicity may allow us redefine the whole scenario or its parts at 
runtime when goals and environment change rapidly, especially in asymmetric situations and op-
erations, also naturally engage robotic units. 

Distributed interactive simulation [27, 28]. The technology can be used for both live con-
trol of large dynamic systems and distributed interactive simulation of them (the latter serving as 
a look-ahead to the former), also any combination thereof, with watershed between the two 
changing at runtime. 
 
11. Conclusions 

We have described ideology, syntax, basics of semantics, and main constructs of a completely 
different language, oriented on programming and processing of distributed spaces directly. With 
the use of it, the whole distributed world, equipped with communicating SGL interpreters,  can be 
considered as an integral and universal spatial machine capable of solving arbitrary complex 
problems in this world (machine rather than computer as it can directly operate with physical 
matter and objects too).  

Multiple communicating “processors” or “doers” of this machine, being stationary or mo-
bile, can include humans, computers, robots, smart sensors, any mechanical and electronic 
equipment capable of cooperatively solving problems formulated in SGL. Being understandable 
and suitable for both manned and unmanned components, the language offers a real way to uni-
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fied transition to massively robotized systems, including fully unmanned ones, as within the SGL 
operational scenarios any component can easily change its manned to unmanned status and vice 
versa, and at any moment of time. 
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